
100 MLA Thesis Statement
Examples

● Climate Change: “Human activity, particularly the burning of

fossil fuels and deforestation, is the primary driver behind the alarming rate of

global climate change.”

● Veganism: “Adopting a vegan lifestyle not only benefits individual health but also

reduces the strain on our environment.”

● Social Media: “The rise of social media platforms has drastically altered

interpersonal communication, leading to both enhanced connectivity and

increased feelings of isolation.”

● Childhood Obesity: “The surge in childhood obesity can be attributed to a

combination of sedentary lifestyles, high-caloric diets, and inadequate physical

education in schools.”

● Renaissance Art: “The art of the Renaissance period marked a significant

departure from medieval styles, emphasizing humanism, realism, and a deep

appreciation for classical influences.”

● Mental Health: “Stigmas surrounding mental health continue to deter individuals

from seeking necessary treatment and support.”

● Economic Disparities: “The growing economic disparities in modern societies are

a direct result of policy choices, corporate actions, and societal values.”

● Artificial Intelligence: “The advent of artificial intelligence poses both unparalleled

opportunities for societal advancement and ethical dilemmas.”



● Women’s Rights: “The fight for women’s rights, especially in the 20th century,

paved the way for significant legislative and societal changes that challenged

patriarchal norms.”

● E-commerce: “The exponential growth of e-commerce has transformed

traditional retail, emphasizing convenience, variety, and global reach.”

● Classical Literature: “Greek tragedies, such as those written by Sophocles, often

delve into the complexities of fate, morality, and human agency.”

● Quantum Physics: “The principles of quantum physics challenge traditional

Newtonian concepts, introducing a realm of probabilities and uncertainties.”

● Space Exploration: “Human endeavors in space exploration highlight our innate

curiosity and drive to understand our place in the cosmos.”

● Modern Architecture: “Modern architectural practices prioritize sustainability,

functionality, and minimalism, often drawing inspiration from global influences.”

● Cultural Appropriation: “In the age of globalization, the line between cultural

appreciation and appropriation becomes increasingly blurred, necessitating

informed dialogue.”

● Cybersecurity: “As our reliance on digital platforms grows, the imperative for

robust cybersecurity measures becomes even more critical.”

● Shakespearean Tragedies: “Shakespeare’s tragedies, from ‘Hamlet’ to ‘Othello,’

delve deep into the human psyche, exploring themes of love, jealousy, betrayal,

and ambition.”

● Sustainable Agriculture: “The shift towards sustainable agriculture aims to

balance current food needs without compromising the environment or future

generations.”

● Migration Patterns: “Global migration patterns in the 21st century are heavily

influenced by geopolitical events, economic disparities, and environmental

challenges.”



● Language Evolution: “Languages, being dynamic entities, evolve over time,

influenced by cultural interactions, technological advancements, and societal

changes.

● Digital Currency: “The proliferation of digital currencies like Bitcoin signifies a

potential paradigm shift in global financial systems.”

● Colonialism: “Post-colonial societies still grapple with the socio-cultural and

political legacies left behind by their colonial masters.”

● Nuclear Energy: “The debate surrounding nuclear energy centers on its efficiency

as a power source versus the environmental and safety risks it poses.”

● Animal Rights: “The movement for animal rights challenges traditional views on

animal utility and emphasizes their intrinsic value.”

● Virtual Reality: “Virtual reality’s immersion offers transformative possibilities in

sectors from education to healthcare.”

● Epic Literature: “Epic literature, such as Homer’s ‘Iliad,’ often conveys societal

values and historical truths of ancient civilizations.”

● Biotechnology: “Advancements in biotechnology promise solutions to some of

humanity’s most persistent challenges, from disease to food security.”

● Jazz Music: “Originating in African American communities, jazz music became a

powerful medium of expression and cultural identity.”

● Fashion Trends: “Fashion trends are not just sartorial choices but reflections of

socio-political changes and zeitgeists of eras.”

● Urbanization: “Rapid urbanization presents cities with challenges in

infrastructure, ecology, and socio-cultural integration.”

● Education System: “Modern education systems are increasingly recognizing the

need for holistic approaches, valuing emotional and social learning alongside

academics.”



● Alternative Medicine: “The resurgence of interest in alternative medicine

underscores a collective desire for holistic health approaches.”

● Cinematic Evolution: “Cinema’s evolution reflects societal changes, technological

advancements, and shifts in narrative preferences.”

● Tourism Impact: “While tourism boosts local economies, it also necessitates a

balance to protect cultural heritage and natural resources.”

● Robotics: “The integration of robotics in various industries hints at a future where

human-machine collaboration becomes the norm.”

● Gender Norms: “Contemporary discussions on gender challenge binary norms,

embracing a spectrum of identities.”

● Aquatic Ecosystems: “Aquatic ecosystems, vital to global biodiversity, are facing

threats from pollution, climate change, and overfishing.”

● Historical Narratives: “The way history is narrated often reveals more about the

narrator’s perspective than the actual events.”

● Internet of Things (IoT): “IoT’s promise lies in its ability to seamlessly integrate

devices, transforming everyday experiences and industries.”

● Ancient Civilizations: “Ancient civilizations, from Mesopotamia to the Mayans, laid

foundational blueprints for modern societal structures and innovations.”

● Human Genome: “Understanding the human genome unlocks mysteries of

health, ancestry, and potential medical breakthroughs.”

● Ethical Consumerism: “The rise of ethical consumerism reflects a societal shift

towards valuing sustainability and ethical production.”

● Political Revolutions: “Revolutions, like the French and Russian, showcase the

power of collective dissent in shaping nations.”

● Modern Dance: “Modern dance breaks from traditional forms, encapsulating a

range of emotions and contemporary themes.”



● Cyberbullying: “The digital age’s dark side is evident in the rise of

cyberbullying, affecting mental health and well-being.”

● Exoplanets: “The discovery of exoplanets ignites questions about the uniqueness

of Earth and the possibility of extraterrestrial life.”

● Biodiversity: “Biodiversity, essential for ecological balance, is under threat from

human activities, necessitating urgent conservation measures.”

● Epidemiology: “Epidemiology’s insights are crucial for public health strategies, as

seen in global responses to pandemics like COVID-19.”

● Solar Power: “Solar power stands at the forefront of sustainable energy solutions,

promising a cleaner, decentralized energy future.”

● Linguistic Diversity: “Linguistic diversity, a testament to human cultural richness,

requires preservation in the face of globalization.”

● Quantum Computing: “Quantum computing promises computational leaps,

potentially revolutionizing sectors from medicine to cryptography.”

● Gothic Literature: “Gothic literature, with its eerie settings and moral ambiguities,

explores the darker aspects of human psyche and societal norms.”

● Data Privacy: “In a digital age, data privacy emerges as a fundamental right,

balancing technological advancements with personal security.”

● Renaissance Science: “The Renaissance period marked a seismic shift in

scientific thinking, laying groundwork for modern scientific principles.”

● Neural Networks: “Neural networks, inspired by human brain structures, drive

advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence.”

● Oral Traditions: “Oral traditions, a primary source of historical and cultural

knowledge, emphasize the importance of storytelling in preserving heritage.”

● Youth Activism: “Youth activism today, propelled by digital connectivity, amplifies

voices on global stages, addressing issues from climate change to social justice.”



● Sustainable Fashion: “Sustainable fashion transcends trendiness, advocating

for eco-friendly practices and ethical labor standards.”

● Classical Mythology: “Classical mythology, replete with gods and heroes, offers

insights into ancient societal values and human behaviors.”

● Martial Arts: “Martial arts, beyond physical prowess, encapsulate philosophies of

discipline, respect, and spiritual growth.”

● Ballet: “Ballet, a harmonious blend of art and athleticism, narrates stories and

emotions through graceful movements.”

● Cognitive Sciences: “Cognitive sciences delve into the intricacies of the human

mind, bridging biology, psychology, and philosophy.”

● Meditation: “Meditation, an ancient practice, finds relevance in modern times,

offering solace from the fast-paced stresses of contemporary life.”

● Archaeological Discoveries: “Archaeological discoveries, like the Rosetta Stone,

unveil mysteries of bygone eras, bridging gaps in historical knowledge.”

● Modern Sculpture: “Modern sculpture challenges traditional forms, experimenting

with materials, themes, and spatial concepts.”

● Hybrid Vehicles: “Hybrid vehicles, a stepping stone to full electrification, address

environmental concerns while meeting current transportation needs.”

● Orchestra: “The evolution of orchestral music mirrors societal shifts, with

compositions reflecting epochs’ ethos.”

● Coral Reefs: “Coral reefs, often termed the rainforests of the sea, are biodiversity

hotspots facing existential threats from climate change.”

● Rural Economies: “Rural economies, though often overshadowed, play a pivotal

role in national food security and cultural preservation.”

● Photography: “Photography’s evolution from film to digital chronicles

technological advancements and shifts in artistic expression.”



● Child Rights: “Child rights, enshrined in international conventions, emphasize

the universal importance of safeguarding children’s well-being and futures.”

● Nano-technology: “Nanotechnology, operating at molecular levels, heralds

breakthroughs from medicine to material sciences.”

● Digital Literature: “Digital literature merges traditional narratives with interactive

elements, redefining reader engagements.”

● Mountain Ecosystems: “Mountain ecosystems, vital for freshwater sources and

biodiversity, require conservation in the face of anthropogenic pressures.”

● Organ Transplants: “Organ transplants, a medical marvel, bring forth ethical

considerations of donation, allocation, and bioengineering.”

● Space Tourism: “Space tourism, once a sci-fi dream, nears reality, opening

debates on its ecological, economic, and ethical implications.”

● Maritime History: “Maritime history chronicles seafaring civilizations, showcasing

human ingenuity and exploration spirit.”

● Public Transport: “Efficient public transport systems alleviate urban congestion,

reduce environmental impact, and foster community interconnectedness.”

● Graphic Novels: “Graphic novels, a blend of art and literature, tackle complex

themes, often challenging traditional storytelling norms.”

● Wildlife Conservation: “Wildlife conservation efforts are pivotal in maintaining

ecological balances and preventing irreversible species extinctions.”

● Human Rights: “The global human rights movement underscores the universality

of basic rights, irrespective of borders or backgrounds.”

● Molecular Biology: “Molecular biology’s insights, decoding life at cellular levels,

have revolutionized medicine, genetics, and biotechnology.”

● Impressionist Art: “Impressionist art, capturing fleeting moments, marked a

departure from traditional realism, emphasizing light and perception.”



● Online Learning: “Online learning democratizes education, breaking

geographical barriers but also presenting pedagogical challenges.”

● Urban Farming: “Urban farming initiatives merge sustainability with city living,

promoting local food production and community cohesion.”

● Jazz Age Literature: “Jazz Age literature, typified by Fitzgerald’s works, mirrors

the hedonism, societal shifts, and disillusionments of the 1920s.”

● Nuclear Disarmament: “Nuclear disarmament debates grapple with national

security concerns versus global peace aspirations.”

● Circadian Rhythms: “Circadian rhythms, our biological clocks, influence myriad

physiological processes, from sleep to metabolism.”

● Baroque Music: “Baroque music, characterized by its ornate style, mirrors the

grandeur and intricacies of the era’s art and architecture.”

● Sports Psychology: “Sports psychology delves into the mental facets of athletic

performance, from motivation to coping with pressure.”

● Desert Biomes: “Desert biomes, though seemingly barren, host unique

biodiversity and are vital for understanding climate adaptations.”

● Renaissance Music: “Renaissance music, harmonizing vocals and instruments,

reflects the period’s innovations and societal transformations.”

● Financial Crises: “Financial crises, like the 2008 meltdown, provide insights into

systemic vulnerabilities and the interdependence of global economies.”

● Drone Technology: “Drone technology’s applications span from photography to

agriculture, revolutionizing industries and presenting regulatory challenges.”

● Romantic Poetry: “Romantic poetry, with its emphasis on emotion and nature,

rebelled against Enlightenment-era rationality.”

● Oceanography: “Oceanography’s explorations reveal underwater mysteries,

impacting climate studies, biodiversity conservation, and marine resources.”



● Child Psychology: “Child psychology offers insights into developmental

stages, shaping pedagogical approaches and parental strategies.”

● Crime Fiction: “Crime fiction, through its intricate plots, mirrors societal anxieties

and the eternal conflict between good and evil.”

● Space-time Theories: “Space-time theories, from Einstein’s relativity to quantum

mechanics, challenge our perceptions of reality.”

● Plant-based Diets: “Plant-based diets, beyond health benefits, reflect growing

environmental consciousness and ethical considerations towards animal welfare.
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